NOTICE
From the People of Texas
To:
Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights
Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE)
November 1, 2012
This constitutes NOTICE to the
Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE)
and its Agents and/or Representatives of the following:
We support Greg Abbott, Attorney General of Texas, in his letter to Ambassador Daan Everts of OSCE
written on October 23, 2012. We stand firmly behind the Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott in the spirit
of international cooperation toward the common goals and objectives of fair and honest elections
embraced by both your organization and the elected Texas government officials. If you come to Texas to
observe and learn about our election processes for educational purposes only, you are welcome. We in
Texas are always open to and support the free exchange of ideas and information.
Moreover, European and American differing traditions of Law and the fundamental structures of the
respective governments have long been in conflict with, and are antithetical to one another; therefore,
though you may be well intentioned in your zeal to police corruption, BE NOTICED that your efforts
could be construed as an attempt at overthrowing the governmental system and -therefore an act of
aggression.
A The nature of sovereignty in Texas is that sovereignty is inherent in the People of Texas (Forum of
the People), NOT in the State (Forum of the Ruler) as is the case of European style sovereignty.
A The Land of Texas belongs to the People of Texas, NOT to the Ruler or State as is the case in the
European style of sovereignty.
A Elected Public Officials in Texas derive their limited Powers of Governance from the consent of the
People and are therefore accountable to the People, because the Power belongs to the People.
A Delegated Power from the People cannot again be re-delegated to another without it being a Breach
of the Covenant between the People and the Elected Public Official to whom it was delegated.
AElected Public Officials cannot use their authority to make Treaties with other Nations as a tool to
expand their Powers beyond the limited authority of their powers originally inured them by the People.
A In America, the People created the three branches of both the state and federal governments and
made them sovereign to one another in their respective enumerated Powers, referred to by our
Supreme Court as "diffused sovereignty", and therefore Texas is not a subject of, nor an
instrumentality of the United States.
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